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HOSE OF US WHO HAVE LIVED BEFORE THE LAST
WAR have witnessed the continuous degeneration of our nation
with filth and debauchery and race mixing being peddled on the
television screen. We have witnessed lies and deception being relegated
to us by the National press especially with regards to white settlers in East
and Southern Africa. We have witnessed the land for which we fought
being filled with Negroes and Asiatics and other people of vastly different cultures and genetic background to our own. We have been subjected
to laws concocted by aliens to make us second class citizens in our own
country. We hear daily of older women, who in their younger days toiled
in munitions and clothing factories to keep our fighting soldiers supplied
being mugged by Negroes and raped and having to pay heavy rents to
Asian landlords. We have addled pated persons peddling left wing rubbish from their pulpits and teachers indoctrinated with alien ideologies
infesting the minds of our children with gibberish. We ask ourselves
why? Why are we, a nation that has done more for the development in
backward races, than any other people, so afflicted?

Our nation has been lied to and betrayed
The elected lenders of the nation are the betrayers and behind them are a
comparatively small group of men whose objective is to enslave the
whole world of humanity in a one world government. This small group
of men have gained into their hands the currency of the nations. Our
elected leaders and administrators have been enmeshed with promises of
riches and power or have been intimidated with their indiscretions and
threatened with blackmail. To understand the conspiracy which is destroying our nation and the white western world, we must go back to the
second half of the 18th century.
Adam Weishaupt, a Jesuit trained professor of Canon Law of the Ingolstadt University left Christianity to embrace the Luciferian conspiracy.
He was commissioned by a secret chapter of the Lodge Theodore of
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Munich to revive and reorganize the ancient order of the Illuminati. This
secret chapter was an inner ring of masons belonging to the Strict Observance rite of the Knights Templar. However the real inspirers of the
Illuminati, were Jews. Bernard Lazare, an associate of Weishaupt, and a
Jewish writer wrote:- "There were Jews, Kabbalistic Jews around
Weishaupt", and the publication 'La Veille France' designated these
Jews as Moses Mendelssohn, Naphtali Wenseley, Daniel Itzig, Friedlander and Mayer Amschal. Le Forestier in 'Les Illuminer de Bnvarle et
I.a Franc Maconerie Allemande' page 654 writes: "Behind Moses
Mendelsohn was the Jewish International World Government". Others
mentioned in the formation of the Illuminati are Mirabeau, Anarchis
Clootz, Diderot, Voltaire, Rousseau, Benjamin Goldsmid, Joseph Balsamo, Cagliostro and Falk, some of these were Ba'al Shems, Kabbalistic
Jews who, using the Kabala, the Talmud and the Sepher Ha Zohar or
'Book of Deified Man' were said to practice black magic.
In the 7th century A.D. Bhulan, Kagan or King of the Khazars, a MohgolTurkish nation decided to abolish phallic worship and the religion of the
Shamans (Wizards) and converted his people by decree to Phariseeism
(Judaism). He imported rabbis from Babylonia to teach his people, had
the Khazar language put into Hebrew characters to form the basis of
Yiddish, and adopted the Babylonian Talmud as their holy book, and
claimed that he had made his own covenant with the Almighty and that
his people were the chosen race destined to conquer and enslave the rest
of mankind. Their god is Lucifer and they are the chosen race of Lucifer.
(See Rev. 2:9 and 3:9).
The Khazar, Harold Wallace Rosenthal, senior Administrative assistant
to Senator Jacob Javits, told Walter White of the Western Front who put
it on a tape:- "We are god's chosen people, most Jews don't like to admit
it but our god is Lucifer - so I wasn't lying and we ore HIS chosen people.
(Western Front, Box 17854 CA 90027). Refer also to "Facts Are Facts"
by Benjamin Freedman and "The Thirteenth Tribe" by Arthur Koestler).
The Khazars remained a closely knit community with a politico-religious
organization. By hard work and tremendous energy they accumulated
enormous wealth and became money lenders to the small German prince( Page 3 )
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doms. With their wealth they have enabled members of their nation to
attain positions of power in high places especially in the Nordic nations
of Western Europe who are the inventors of modern technology and
create real wealth from raw materials. Here with the use of usury they
have manipulated the currency to their favour.
Hayyim Samuel Falk (1708-1782) while in Westphalia was sentenced
to be burnt as a sorcerer, but he fled to England where he lived in
splendour with enormous wealth. He was a high initiate and a concealed
superior of the secret societies and had a direct contact with the leaders
of these secret societies of the 18th century. Lessing, a German writer
stated that Falk was initiated into the highest degrees of freemasonry and
had, possibly, introduced high Cabalistic degrees into the Craft.
Falk, the supreme materialist, taught the doctrine of the ant-heap and the
bee-hive, that mankind should go back to a simple living in peace and
tranquility of a mythical past, living and working like bees in a hive.
However this teaching was only meant to be propagated among the
Goyim, the people of the earth the people of Falk's own tribe were to live
as the kings of the earth in splendour served by the .rest of slave humanity. The Cabalists, the Gnostics and the secret societies of the 18th
century sapped at the foundations of Christianity in a continuous plot
against the Christian Faith. Weishaupt also taught the application of the
bee-hive and ant-heap to human life and endeavour and these were the
ideas of the hidden inner Masonic circle. Weishaupt had been initiated
into an eastern cult by one Kolmer or Calmer and had learnt the oriental
methods of organization and controlling a secret society.
Weishaupt completed his task on May Day, 1st of May 1776; and this day
is still seriously celebrated by left wing organizations under the guidance
of their Illuminated controllers. He began to put his plan into operation.
It required the destruction of all existing religions, governments and
culture, the complete destruction of western Christendom. The objective
was to be reached by dividing the people into ever increasing opposing
camps by creating divisions over economic, social and other issues to
cause the people of the nations to fight among themselves and weaken
themselves.
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Weishaupt reduced an organization in operation centuries earlier into a
working system to destroy western Christendom and this has been carried
out by world revolutionaries and the financial masters up to the present
day. The Illuminati is not an organization but a system working behind
organizations and secret societies, working in the dark, operated by
Illumines in every section of society.

THE AIMS OF THE ILLUMINATI
1. To use money and sex bribes to obtain control of men
already in high places at all levels of government and other
fields of endeavour; hold them in bondage by the application
of political and other forms of blackmail, financial ruin,
bodily harm or even death. In these present times many
officials in top positions in government controlled by the
Illuminati; homosexual activities have a top priority for
blackmail.
2. To place Illuminati in colleges and schools who were to
recruit students with special ability from well bred families
who have international leanings. They were to be provided
with scholarships (Rhodes Scholarships) and to be indoctrinated into accepting one world government and to encourage
wars and revolutions. All such scholars were to be persuaded
that those who have talents and Intelligence had the right to
impose their rule over the less gifted.
3. Influential people were to be trapped into coming under
the control of the Illuminati special educational and training
and to be used as agents, experts and specialists in the seats
of all governments and to ensure that top administrators
carried out the plans which would serve the Interests of the
Illuminati. The main aim was to bring about the destruction
of government.
4. To obtain the absolute control of the press (at that time the
press was the only mass communications media). They now
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control the television screen, a Zionist and member of the
Board of Deputies of Jews has recently been appointed
chairman of the BBC. The Hollywood movie lots are owned
by the Jewish forms Kuhn Loeb & Co. and Goldman Sachs.
Advertising is also controlled by the modern Illuminati.
METHODS OF THE ILLUMINATI
Weishaupt's methods were those of the ancient Babylonian mystery
religions. To enquirers and initiates they would pose as good Christians,
men with sound Christian values. Those selected for advancement were
mentally manipulated through various grades to accept agnosticism, then
atheism and those for further advancement were indoctrinated and
inducted into the worship of Lucifer, the bearer of the light and the motto
"Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law".
Students at universities were selected and approached with promises of
rewards, of scholarships of worldly advancement of success and riches
provided they used their talents for the aims of the Illuminati. Many were
placed in situations where they could be blackmailed; Anthony Blunt,
Kim Philby.
Adam Weishaupt studied the organization of the Freemasons and ordered
his adepts to infiltrate into Blue Masonry and to organize secret societies
within all secret societies and to illuminate members. Only those who
proved themselves internationalists or who had defected from belief in
God were to be initiated. They were to don the cloak of respectability,
philanthropy, and humanitarianism to conceal their revolutionary and
subversive activities.
They were to establish a secret society within a secret society, an
illuminated elite which would secretly scrutinize and select those who
might be suitable. The selected candidate would be initiated into higher
degrees. The candidate would learn a little more of the Illuminati's evil
designs. If at any stage a candidate showed signs of shock or revulsion he
was never advanced beyond that stage which meant that only the ruthless
and irreligious rose to the highest levels of the Illuminati and were shown
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the true purpose of the Illuminati. So we have a secret society working
within a secret society and even the high degree Blue Masons do not know
what is being carried out within their lodges.
Weishaupt's lodges developed into the Grand Orient Masonry, antimonarchical, anti- religious, republican and revolutionary. The Illuminati
attempted many times to gain control of the English lodges without
success, however illuminated masons have been able to become
freemasons of the English Lodges.
Weishaupt had prepared a revised version of the age old conspiracy of the
Elders of Zion based on the Talmud and the Kabala and had set up a
movement to gain control of all international organizations and groups
and to infiltrate his agents into executive positions at the top. The Talmud
teaches the hatred of Jesus Christ and of Christians and the enslavement
of other races to the Jewish people.
In 1848 Louis Blanc wrote in "History of the French Revolution" that
"the project of Adam Weishaupt, founder of the order of the Illuminati,
together with five Jews: Moses Mendelssohn, Wesseley and the bankers
Itzig, Friedlander and Meyer Amschal (Rothschild) was by the sole
attraction of mystery by the sole power of association, to subject to the
same will, to animate with the same breath thousands of men in every
country in the world–-to make new beings of those men by means of slow
gradual education to render them, even, to the point of frenzy or death
obedient to invisible and unknown chiefs; with such a legion to directly–
-surround sovereigns, unbeknown to governments, and to lead Europe to
that point where–-all monarchies are brought down, all privileges of birth
are declared unjust, the right even to property abolished".
Such was the gigantic plan of Illuminism. Those who failed or who were
disloyal were murdered: John Kennedy, Martin Luther King. Those who
stood in their way were assassinated: Vervoed, Abraham Lincoln and the
attempted assassination of Ronald Reagan and Pope John Paul II.
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THE CONGRESS OF WILHELMSBAD,
JULY 16th, 1782
At this time the numbers of members of Masonic Lodges and secret
societies was estimated to be in the region of 3,000,000. Weishaupt called
this congress for the 16th of July, 1782 to explain the real object of his
order of the Illuminati. Masonic delegates and secret society
representatives from all over the world attended. Weishaupt himself did
not attend and he was represented by Baron Von Knigge who explained
the origin of the Illuminati and its real object. This question had been
presented by the Grand Master of the Templars, i.e. The Strict Observance.
The higher degree delegates approved of Weishaupt's plan and continental
Freemasonry became illuminated , masonry of the Grand Orient.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ILLUMINATI
MOVE TO FRANKFURT
In 1791 Weishaupt decided to move his headquarters from Munich to
Frankfurt which was the stronghold of Jewish finance controlled by Meyer
Amschel who had changed his family name to Rothschild from the red
shield on the door of his house. Also at Frankfurt were the families of the
Oppenheimers, Wertheimer, Schuster, Speyer, Stern and others. Here the
gigantic plan for world revolution was put into motion financed by the
bankers. Weishaupt was financed by Meyer Rothschild to recruit 2,000
paid followers, most intelligent men in the fields of administration, letters,
education, science, finance and industry. By them were thought out the
plans to destroy the systems of weights and measures and the currency
and to introduce by force or guile the metric and the decimal system.

THE ILLUMINATI EXPOSED
On 10th of July, 1785 a messenger of Weishaupt's named Lanze, a
Protestant preacher, was struck down by lightning in Ratisbon. Lanze was
carrying orders to Robespierre whom Weishaupt had delegated the task
of fomenting the French Revolution. These orders had been put into
book form by a German writer named Zwack. The book fell into the hands
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of the Bavarian Government which outlawed the Illuminati and ordered
the police to raid and close their lodges. In these raids much further
information of the plans of the Illuminati was obtained.
In 1876 the Bavarian Government published the details of the conspiracy
in a book, "Original Writings of the Order of the Illuminati" and sent a
copy to the heads of all governments but no action was taken In 1799 the
British Government did pass a law against unauthorized assemblies and
it was the violation of this law which caused the Tolpuddle Martyrs to be
sent to Australia.
To infiltrate the Grand Lodge of England Weishaupt invited Dr. John
Robison, a high degree mason to visit him. Robison did not fall for the
ideas of the Illuminati but kept his opinions to himself so well that he was
given a copy of Weishaupt's revised plans. Dr. Robison on his return to
England wrote a book "Proofs of a Conspiracy to Destroy all
Governments and Religions". The Illuminati in the Grand Orient Lodges
precipitated the French Revolution.
THE RISE OF THE MONEY POWER
During the French Revolution and the Napoleonic Wars masterminded
by the Illuminati, Rothschild (Meyer Amschel) became the banker to the
French State and under Napoleon his five sons established Rothschild
banks in all the capitals of Europe. (Read: "The Rothschilds" by Frederic
Morton). One branch off the Rothschilds financed Napoleon, the other
financed Britain, Germany and Austria. Nathaniel Rothschild gained
control of the money system of England by clever business practices
during the Battle of Waterloo.
At the end of the Napoleonic Wars the crowned heads of Europe were
heavily in debt to the Rothschilds, indeed even today the French
Government and the British Government are still paying interest to the
Rothschilds on money borrowed to fight each other in the Napoleonic
Wars. There were however two nations over which the Rothschilds did
not have full financial control: Russia and the new United States of
America. The Rothschilds now set about to get this control.
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In the late 1700’s the headquarters of the Illuminati was in Frankfurt where
the Jewish bankers were concentrated. In 1786 they moved to Switzerland,
then to London. Since World War II and since the death of Jacob Schiff,
Rothschild's envoy in the United States the Headquarters has been at the
Harold Pratt Building, New York.
Since its inception the Illuminati has been working away in secret under
various names and guises in the background. Today it is the Council for
Foreign Relations in the U.S.A. and The Imperial Institute for International
Affairs (Chatham House) in the United Kingdom. Chevlier de Malet wrote
in "Recherches Politique et Historique", "The authors of the revolution
are not more French than German, Italian, English, etc. They form a
particular nation which took birth and has grown in the darkness in the
midst of all civilized nations with the object of subjecting them to its
domination".

NINETEENTH CENTURY REVOLUTIONS
After its exposure and suppression by the Government of Bavaria the
Illuminati went underground and continued its operations through such
organizations as the Alta Vendita, the Haute Vente Romaine and the
Carbonari. In 1834 the Italian revolutionary leader of the Carbonari,
Guiseppe Mazzini was selected by the Illuminati to direct the revolutionary
programme throughout the world. During the French Revolution the
Illuminati had shown their hatred of the Christian church by torturing and
murdering priests, monks and nuns and destroying the churches. The same
practice was carried out in the Russian Revolution and the Spanish
Revolution.
During the French Revolution, Meyer Amschel Rothschild and his five
sons gained control of the finances of Europe, and the bankers and
Illuminati revolutionaries began working in conjunction. The Jew, Rene
Gros, wrote in "Le Nouveau Mercurie", Paris 1927:- "The two
internationals of Finance and Revolution work with ardour, they are the
two fronts of the Jewish international... there is a Jewish conspiracy against
all other nations". In 1829 attempts were made to amalgamate atheists,
anarchists and nihilists into a body secretly called the Communists.
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In 1847 Karl Marx (Moses Mordecai Levi) reorganized the Communist
League and in 1848 the League of Twelve Just Men of the Illuminati
commissioned Karl Marx to write The Communist Manifesto. In that same
year revolutions broke out all over Europe and beyond. Benjamin Disraeli
wrote in his book "Life of Lord George Bentinck", 1852:- "The influence
of the Jews may be traced in the last outbreak of the destructive principle
in Europe–-the abrogation of property are proclaimed by the secret
societies which form the provisional governments and men of Jewish race
are found at the head of every one of them".
Gougenot des Mousseaux wrote in "Le Juif, le Judaïsme et la Judaisation
des peuples Chretiens", 1866:- "Since the revolutionary recrudescence of
1845, I have had relations with a Jew who, from vanity, betrayed the secret
of the secret societies with which he had been associated, and who warned
me eight or ten days before the outbreak of all the revolutions (1848)
which were about to break out at any point of Europe. I owe him the
unshakable conviction that all these movements of 'oppressed people' are
devised by half a dozen individuals who give their orders to the secret
societies of all Europe. The ground is absolutely mined beneath our feet
and the Jews provide a large contingent of these miners–-The Jewish
bankers will soon be through their prodigious fortunes, our Lords and
masters–-All the great radical newspapers of Germany are in the hands of
the Jews".
While Marx was writing the Communist Manifesto, Professor Karl Ritter
in another section of the Illuminati was writing the antithesis. The idea
was that those who direct the overall conspiracy would use the differences
in these two ideologies to divide the human race into warring factions
(Protocols of Zion, XII, 'Control of the Press') to be brainwashed and
would destroy each other; to destroy all possible political and religious
institutions. The work of Ritter was continued after his death by Wilhelm
Nietzche. Nietzcheism later developed into Nazism and Fascism and was
used to foment World Wars I and II.
As I have written before, in 1834 the Italian revolutionary Guiseppe
Mazzini was selected to direct the revolutionary movement throughout
the world. Mazzini enticed an American general, Albert Pike, into the
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Illuminati. Pike was fascinated by the idea of a one world government and
became the head of a secret organization within Freemasonry from 1859
to 1871.
Pike worked out a blueprint for three world wars and various revolutions
which would forward the conspiracy to its final stage in the 20th century.
Pike did not aim for immediate success, the Illuminati work on a long
term basis. When Mazzini became discredited as a revolutionary Pike
established three supreme Masonic councils, one in Rome, another in
Berlin and one in Charleston, South Carolina. The Charleston council
became the headquarters for world revolution. Mazzini established another
twenty evolutionary centres throughout the world. Pike called for
Communism, Zionism and other revolutionary movements to foment
global world wars and a least two major revolutions. These were Pike's
aims:1. To destroy Tzarism in Russia, to transform Russia into a
stronghold for atheistic communism. Friction between the
British and German governments was to be used to foment
this war.
2. When and if necessary World War II was to be stirred up
using the controversies between political Zionism and
Nietzcheism (National Socialism). During World War II
International Communism was to be built up so that it would
equal the power of united Christendom and then kept in check
ready for the final cataclysm.
3. World War III was to be fomented by agents of the
Illuminati between political Zionism and the Moslem world
so that both would destroy each other. The other nations
caught up in this issue would be forced to fight themselves
into a state of complete exhaustion, physically, spiritually and
economically. Then the Illuminati would take over control of
a completely exhausted world. Pike worked for a complete
social cataclysm which would show the world the horrors of
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complete atheism, without spiritual leadership the world
would seek the light of the doctrines of Lucifer.
On the 15th of August, 1871 Pike wrote a letter to Mazzini (now in the
archives of the British Museum Library): "We shall unleash the nihilists,
atheists and anarchists to promote a great social cataclysm of such horror
as will show clearly to all nations the effect of absolute atheism and
savagery and most bloody turmoil where the people everywhere, forced
to defend themselves against the minority of world revolutionaries, will
exterminate these destroyers of civilization and, disillusioned with
Christianity whose deistic spirits from that moment on without direction,
and anxious for an ideal where to send its adoration but without knowledge
or leadership will receive the true light, the manifestation of the pure
doctrines of Lucifer finally brought out into public view, a manifestation
which will result from a general reactionary movement which will follow
the destruction of Christianity and atheism, both conquered at the same
time".
Mazzini died in 1872 and was followed in the revolutionary world
leadership by Adriano Lemmi (1822-1896), then by Vladimir Lenin, Leon
Trotsky and Joseph Stalin. The revolutionary activities of these men was
financed by British, French, German and American bankers and financiers
dominated by the House of Rothschild. The Communist Party was created
by the masterminds who control the great conspiracy, the Rothschilds,
Warburgs, Schiffs and the rest, all capitalists who were responsible for
financing the entire Russian revolution. Communism is not a movement
of the workers but a device to ensnare the workers. International Liberals
operating through the international banking houses have financed every
war and revolution since 1776.
Marcus Eli Ravage, a Jew, wrote in "The Century Magazine" January
1928: "You have not begun to appreciate the depths of our guilt. We are
intruders we are subverters, we have taken your natural world, your ideals,
your destiny and played havoc with’ them. We have been at the bottom,
not merely of the latest great war (1914-1918) but of nearly all your wars
and not only of the- Russian Revolution but of every other revolution in
your history. We have brought discord and confusion and frustration into
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your personal and public life. We are still doing it, no one can tell how
long we shall go on doing it".
In early 1850 a secret meeting of the Illuminati was held in New York and
was addressed by an English Illuminatus named Wright. Those present
were told that there was a move to unite all nihilists, anarchists and
revolutionaries into a movement to be called Communism. This was meant
to be a scare word to drive the world into the hands of the Illuminati one
world government. The Communists were to be used to enable the
Illuminati to foment future wars and revolutions. Quentin Roosevelt
ancestor of Franklin D. Roosevelt and two other newspaper owners of that
time were appointed to raise funds for this new venture. Communism is
not an ideology but a secret weapon, a bogeyman to serve the purposes
of the Illuminati.
In 1864 the Internationale was founded and Marx and Engels took it over.
It was filled with illuminated masons. World revolution became an engine
of warfare against civilization and the objectives of Weishaupt became its
policy. The Internationale carried on the work of the revolution in the full
light of day. In the Paris magazine 'Peuple Juif' February 9th 1913 we
will read: "The world revolution which we will experience will be
exclusively our affair and will rest in our hands. This revolution will
tighten the Jewish domination over all other people".
The Jew, Blumenthal, editor of "Judisk Tidskrift", Sweden, wrote in issue
No. 57, 1919: "Only recently our race has given the world a new prophet
but he has two faces and therefore bears two names; on the one side his
name is Rothschild, the leader of all the capitalists, and on the other side
Karl Marx, the apostle of those who want to destroy the others".

THE BUILD UP OF THE WORLD SUPER
GOVERNMENT
Nesta Webster writes on page 300 of her "World Revolution": "Thus from
1776 onwards the plans we now know as Communism has existed and
throughout 191 years successive groups of adepts have been perfecting a
method for achieving power over the whole human race. To regard World
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Revolution therefore as merely a Jewish conspiracy seems contrary to the
facts of history. We cannot possibly suppose the Jewish race as a whole
to be concerned in it, the great mass of Jews probably know nothing about
it–– Pan Germanism has now been crushed but Illuminism lives on as a
hidden power behind the scenes of the world, no longer probably led by
Germans but in the form of an absolutely international body of super men
such as the Chevalier de Malet describes in 1817: "The authors of the
Revolution are not more French than German, Italian, English, etc. They
form a particular nation which took birth and has grown in the darkness,
in the midst of all civilized nations, with the object of subjecting them to
its domination".
Paul Johnson wrote concerning the government class in the Soviet Union
in the Daily Telegraph on 5th April 1982: "In all essentials it is an elite
of greater Russians, a dominant RACIAL GROUP, encompassing a
privileged white class, drawn from a very narrow social base. Racially it
is a more exclusive and homogenous group than would be possible in any
other country".
Frank Capell wrote in the American paper "Herald of Freedom", "The
fortunes of the Men of the West are in decline because they refuse to come
to terms with reality; reality finds that an unassimilable minority of an
eastern European Cult, masquerading behind a Jewish facade, has seized
control of our nation". This unassimilable minority of an eastern European
Cult are the Khazar, Ashkanazira 'Jews'.
To carry out their plans for internationalism and world government the
Illuminati began to use an international, exclusive and self centred race,
the Jews. "Jewish Currents" May 1975, New York, quoted what Moses
Hess wrote in "Rome and Jerusalem" 1862: "We shall always be strangers
among the nations".
B. Feltz wrote in "The London Jewish Chronicle" December 9th, 1911:
"Jews whom pretend that they can be patriotic Englishmen and good Jews
are simply telling lies".
"The Israel Messenger", Shanghai, February 7th 1930: "Judaism and
Jewish nationality go hand in hand. Jews have always been a nation, even
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when dispersed from their ancestral home. The Jewish race is a pure race.
Jews have always considered themselves as members of Jewish
nationality".
Chaim Weizman in "World Conquerors", page 227: "We are one people
despite the ostensible rifts, cracks and differences between American and
Soviet democracies. We are one people and it is not in our interests that
the West should liberate the East, for in doing this and in liberating the
enslaved nations, the West would inevitably deprive Jewry of the eastern
half of world power". Chaim Weizman also wrote in "Great Britain,
Palestine and the Jews": "We are Jews and nothing else; a nation within
a nation".
Ludwig Lewisham in "Israeli" 1926 wrote: "A Jew remains a Jew,
assimilation is impossible because a Jew cannot change his national
character and remain a Jew. The majority has discovered this fact, but too
late. Both believed that there was an issue, there is none. (According to
rabbinical law only a full blooded Jew is a Jew; the rest are Mamzers Mongrels).
Maurice Samuel wrote in "You Gentiles" 1924: "Repudiation of the Jewish
religion does not alter the Jew–you must learn to dislike and fear the
modern and 'assimilated' Jew more than the old Jew. He is more dangerous
to you - his enmity to your way of life was tacit before; now it is active.
We are destroyers–-the Jews will remain destroyers forever; nothing you
will do will meet our demands".
The world authority of Judaism attempts to exert control over world Jewry
but with a highly undisciplined race or nation this can only be done by
fear of the other races. By far the greater amount of anti-Semitism is
perpetuated by the Jews themselves.
ZIONISTS GAIN CONTROL OF WORLD JEWRY AND AIM
FOR WORLD POWER
In 1843 was founded in New York the B'nai B'rith of Sons of the Covenant.
The chief aim of this secret society was to establish the supremacy of
German Jews in all world affairs through the channel of internationalism.
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They attained supremacy in the Jewish world by absorbing national
"Zionism" and submitting it to their international policy. In October 1928
the B'nai B'rith created the Jewish Agency which directed the Irgun Zvai
Leumi of Menachem Wolfovitch Begin and the Stern Gang in murdering
British troops and Policemen and driving the Arabs out of Palestine with
bloodshed and terror. The supreme council of the B'nai B'rith shapes and
directs behind the scenes for their own ends, the Grand Lodge of England,
the Grand Orient, the Ordo Templi Orientis and the Scottish Rite. The
high degree masons of the Blue Lodges do not know what is going on in
their Lodges.
This sect has its members swarming among all the nations and has become
a sovereign power ruling by influence all councils of all nations and
governing their policies, economic, religious and educational. The Grand
Master of the B'nai B'rith in Russia in 1917 was Sliosberg, the inspirer of
Aaron Kirbitz (Kerensky) who handed Russia over to the Bolsheviks.
The Daily Telegraph 19th January 1972 stated that: "The Zionist
Congress is the head of the world political movement".
The Editor of "World Works" referring to Zionist and the Kahal, printed:
"This world organization has a highly centralized form of government.
This consists of an international committee Including representatives from
all countries that have a local organization; but the real control is vested
in what is known as The Inner Actions Council. This is a compact body
of only seven men and it is dominated by the Jews of Europe".
Henry Klein, a Jewish Lawyer in New York wrote in "Zionism Rules the
World" 1948: "The United Nations is Zionism. It is the super government
mentioned many times in the Protocols of The Elders of Zion, promulgated
between 1897 and 1^05". It must be mentioned here that there are many
Jews who want to get out of the clutches of the Kahal and lead normal
lives.
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ILLUMINATI ARE CONTROLLED BY
INTERNATIONAL KHAZAR JEW BANKERS
Walter Rathenau, a Jewish, banker and an insider of the Illuminati wrote
in "Weiner Frei Presse" December 24th, 1912: "Three hundred men each
of whom knows all the others, governs the fate of European continent and
they elect their successors from their entourage".
Jean Izoulet, a member of the secret society "Allience Israelite
Universelle" wrote in "Paris, La Capitale Des Religiones" 1972: "The
meaning of the history of the last century is that today 300 Jewish bankers,
all masters of lodges, rule the world".
On the BBC. ‘Twenty Four Hours' 14th April 1972 it was stated: "Three
hundred men control world industry".
Benjamin Disraeli wrote in "Coningsby" 1840, describing how 'Sidonia
(Lionel de Rothschild) meets Jews in key positions in every court he visits:
"So you see my dear Coningsby that the world is governed by very
different personages from what is imagined by those who are not behind
the scenes".
James P. Warburg, a member of an influential Jewish banking family
arrogantly declared to the United States Senate on 17th February 1950:
"We will have world government whether or not we like it, the only
question is whether world government will be achieved by conquest or
consent".
Frank Capell in "The Herald of Freedom" wrote: "The involvement of the
international bankers in the Communist take over of Russia is well known
today. Today the activities of international bankers and financiers, the
international gangsters and international communists are so intertwined
that one could hardly exist without the other".
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THE AIMS OF WORLD JEWRY
A Neo-Zionist named Baruch Levy wrote to Karl Marx as follows: "The
Jewish people, taken collectively, will be its own messiah. His reign over
the universe will be obtained by the unification of the other human races,
the suppression of frontiers and the establishment of the 'Universal
Republic'—In this new organization of humanity, the sons of Israel-will
become with its opposition the directing element everywhere, above all
they will succeed in forcing on the working masses the stable control of
certain among them. The government of the nations forming the Universal
Republic will all pass, without effort, into Israelite hands, by favour of
the victory of the proletariat. Individual ownership will then be suppressed
by the governors of the Jewish race, who will administer in all places the
public wealth. Thus will be realized the promise of the Talmud that, when
the Times of the Messiah are come, the Jews will, hold under their keys
the properties of all the people of the world".
Kauffman Koehler wrote in "Systematic Theology of Judaism": "The title
of Messias is henceforth conferred on the people of Israel Itself. In the
end, Israel, the suffering messias, will become the peoples' messias,
victorious and crowned".
Dr. Joseph Klausner wrote in "The Messianic Idea in Israel" New York,
1955 "Thus the whole people Israel in the form of the elect of nations,
gradually became the messias of the world, the redeemer of mankind".
(See 2. Thess. 2:3 and following).
The Jewish World 1883: "The dispersion of the Jews had rendered them
a cosmopolitan people. They are the only cosmopolitan people, and in this
capacity must act and in acting, as a solvent of national and racial
differences. The great ideal of Judaism is not that the Jews shall be
allowed-to flock together one day in some hole-and-corner for, if not tribal,
at any rate separatist objects; but that the whole world shall • be imbued
with Jewish teachings, and that in a universal brotherhood of nations - a
greater Judaism in fact - all the separate races and religions shall disappear.
As a cosmopolitan people the Jews have already outgrown the stage of
social life represented by the national form of 'separatism'. They can never
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return to it. They have made the whole world their home and they are now
holding forth their hands to other nations of the earth to follow their
example. They are now doing more. By their activity in literature and
sciences, by their commanding positions in every walk of life, they are
gradually moulding non-Jewish thought and non-Jewish systems in Jewish
moulds, and all that we have heard of Jewish influence in the past only
represents the accomplished stages in the practical working out of the
Jewish mission".
Major R. W. Williams wrote in "E. E. C. and the Minority Machine": "To
rule all the people it is necessary to bring them together into a world
federation or world government which is the avowed aim of Communism
and Zionism".
The Jew, Sir Max Wächter, a Freemason, in a lecture to the London
Institute in 1909 said: "All the states should meet and draw up a
constitution of the federation (European) on the basis of one tarrif, one
coinage and one language".
"The Great Idea of Judaism–-is that the world shall be imbued with Jewish
teachings and that a universal brotherhood of nations, a greater Judaism
- in fact - all the separate nations' races and nations shall disappear". They
have certainly attempted to make the Lebanese disappear but not in the
spirit of universal brotherhood.
At the end of their days two well known socialists and Marxists realized
their mistakes. Bertrand Russell in "The Practice and Theory of
Bolshevism" London 1920:"As a result of their rule, Russia, the Soviet
Union, is a closed tyrranical bureaucracy with a spy system more elaborate
than that of the Czars and an aristocracy as insolent and unfeeling
composed of AMERICAN JEWS".
Bernard Shaw in "The London Morning Post" 3rd December 1925: "This
is the real enemy, the invader from the East, the Druze, the Oriental
Parasite, in a word, the Jew".
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SECRET SOCIETIES AND SUBVERSIVE
MOVEMENTS
The breakdown in Christendom caused by the false and unscientific theory
of evolution set people seeking for other spiritual guidance. The Illuminati
bought up the first 1,500 copies of a book by an unknown author, Charles
Darwin as an advertising stunt. The powers behind Illuminism set the
illuminated freemasons establishing a number of secret societies
presenting a Christian facade to the seekers after Truth. They all, such as
the Theosophical Society of Helena Petrovna Blavatsky and a member of
Mazzini's Carbonari, acknowledged some mysterious Masters such as the
Great White Lodge of highest initiates. These were the controlling power
behind all Illuminism. There were the Narodna Odbrana, The Golden
Dawn, The Stella Matutina, Ordo Templi Orientis and so on. (See: "Occult
Theocracy", by Lady Queensborough and "Secret Societies and
Subversive Movements" by Nesta Webster).
ROTHSCHILD CAMPAIGN FOR CONTROL OF
THE UNITED STATES
The war of American Independence had given the American nation control
over their own currency. It had been fought on the theme ‘No taxation
without representation'.. By the Constitution of the United States the
Senate was authorized to issue the currency of the Nation free of interest
as a service to the nation for the purpose of goods and services based on
the ability of the nation to create wealth. This was a threat to the operation
of the International bankers who wished to gain the power of issuing the
currency as an interest bearing debt, to them. Meyer Amschel Rothschild
had said: "Give me the power to issue the currency of the nation and I care
not who makes the laws".
The new United States was prosperous with cotton, tobacco and other
plantation crops in the South and developing industry in the North. It had
its own currency based on gold and silver coins and its own banking
system. In 1857 the money power of Europe was centered in the House
of Rothschild. Their representatives were Benjamin Disraeli in England,
Napoleon III of France, Bismarck in Germany and Mazzini in Italy. (See:
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"The Rothschilds, the Financial Rulers of Nations" by John Reeves). The
Rothschilds met in London in 1857 and established a plan for dividing
the United States and financially conquering it. The North was to become
a British colony and annexed to Canada. The South would come under
the rule of Napoleon III. The Rothschilds sent their agent Judah P.
Benjamin to the United States and he became the adviser to the President
of the Southern Confederacy, Jefferson Davis. Benjamin and his
supporters stirred up the people for the disastrous civil war supposedly on
the issue of slavery, yet the bankers of New York had made their money
on slavery and selling ‘fire water' to the Indians. The English, French and
Spanish troops were landed in Vera Cruz in 1862.
The Czar of Russia, Alexander II gained knowledge of the Rothschild's
plans from his embassies In London and Paris and on September 8th 1863
he dispatches a fleet to San Francisco and a squadron to New York with
orders to be ready to fight any power and to take orders only from
President Abraham Lincoln. This stalled the Rothschilds in their take over
of the United States and they were determined to destroy the Czar. On
September 19th 1861 the Czar Alexander II, by imperial decree
emancipated over 47 million Russian serfs and divided up the imperial
lands to give them their own farms.
The industrial North won (the American Civil War) and the break up of
the United States was prevented but terrible retribution was taken on the
South by the bankers' agents was prevented but terrible retribution was
by the bankers' agents the carpet baggers and the Negroes with mass rape
and burning. This led to the establishment of the Ku Klux Klan to protect
the families in the South.
Owing to the war, Lincoln's government was heavily in debt. He refused
to borrow from the bankers and on the 25th February 1864 and following
Congress passed bills whereby the Government could issue 500 million
dollars as full legal tender to pay the nation's war debts redeemable in gold
and silver coins from the banks. These dollars were known as 'Green
Backs'. The Rothschilds were furious and issued the 'Hazard Circular'
which read: "Slavery is likely to be abolished by the war power and chattel
slavery destroyed. This, I and my European friends are glad for slavery is
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but the owning of labour and carries with it the care of the labourers, while
the European plan led by England, is that capital shall control labour. This
can be done by controlling money. The great debt, that the capitalists will
see to it is made out of the war, must be used as a means to control the
volume of money. To accomplish this, the bonds must be used as a banking
basis. We are now waiting for the Secretary of the Treasury to make his
recommendations to Congress. It will not do to allow the 'Greenbacks', as
it is called, to circulate as money for any length of time, as we cannot
control that".
Abraham Lincoln's offence was that the stood in the way of the
International Bankers by issuing the nation's currency interest free as a
service to the nation, as laid down in the Constitution. Even enemy
economists have stated that if this practice had continued the United States
would become prosperous beyond the wildest dreams.
The Rothschild agent Judah P. Benjamin hired an actor, John Wilkes
Booth, to assassinate Lincoln and this was carried out on April 4th 1865.
The Illuminati also organized the assassination of the Czar Alexander II
and this was carried out by a Jewess llesia Helfman on the Instructions of
her secret lodge. She put a bomb under his carriage.
However the Rothschilds were still not in full control of the United States
currency and so they sent to America as their agent, Jacob H. Schiff, the
son of a rabbi who had been brought up in one of the Rothschild houses
in Frankfurt and trained in their London bank. He was Instructed to buy
into a banking house in the United States and to use it as a spring board
to gain control of the money system of the nation.
Schiff was given five assignments:
1. Acquire control of the United States money system.
2. Find desirable men who, for a price, would be willing to
serve the Illuminati and promote them into high places in the
Federal Congress, Government, Federal Supreme Court and
Federal agencies.
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3. Create minority group strife particularly between the
Negroes and the whites.
4. Create a movement to destroy religion in the United
States; Christianity to be the chief target.
5.

Get control of the mass media.

Schiff had to buy into a banking house that he could control. He bought
a partnership in the firm Kuhn & Loeb. .These were Jewish immigrants
from the German ghettoes. In 1840 they were itinerant pack peddlers.
They later set up in business in Lafayette supplying goods to the wagon
settlers moving West. In the years that followed they added pawn broking
and finally became a well known banking firm. Schiff married Loeb's
daughter and bought out Kuhn's interest in the firm. He set up business in
New York as Kuhn, Loeb & Co. Jacob Schiff, Rothschilds agent, was not
ostensibly the sole owner and us a cover he pretended to be a philanthropist
and humanitarian.
Schiff had now to get the full co-operation of the then big bankers of
America. Wall St root was the heart of the American money market and
was in the hands of the Morgans. Schiff offered stock and bond issues in
Europe to the Morgans. At this time there w«i® new industrial prospects
after the Civil War which called for vast financing. Thin financing had to
come from overseas; the House of Rothschild. Schiff became the patron
of John D. Rockefeller, Edward Harriman and Andrew Carnegie. He
financed the oil industry for Rockefeller, the railways for Harriman and
the steel industry for Carnegie. To Morgan, Biddle and others, branches
in London and Paris were offered always in partnerships with the
Rothschild subordinates on the understanding that Jacob Schiff was in
charge. Schiff now controlled the banking fraternity of Wall Street. At the
turn of the century, Lehman Bros. Goldman Sachs and other bankers were
included. Later Rockefeller, the progeny of Schiffs took over the
manipulation of the finances in America for the Illuminati.
In 1908 Colonel Mandel House, courier for Jacob Schiff, Bernard Baruch,
Herbert Lehman, J. P. Morgan, John D. Rockefeller, Vanderlip, Seligman,
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Myers, all international bankers in America and members of the hierarchy
of the Illuminati met at the Jeckell Island Hunt Club to discuss the setting
up of a Federal Reserve Bank system.

WORLD WAR ONE AND THE RUSSIAN
REVOLUTION
The international banking houses of Rothschild and Rockefeller planned
World War I but they had to wait until they gained control of the finances
of the United States through the Federal Reserve Act of 1913. We are
reminded of what Disraeli wrote in 1840: "So you see my dear Coningsby
that the world is governed by very different personages from what is
imagined by those who are not behind the scenes".
The only excuse for world war is that it would supposedly drive the people
to call for peace. Only a frightful war would drive the people to seek a
peace. Wars destroy the economy, lives and property, however the bankers
make money lending for reconstruction. After the Japanese government
had signified their desire to surrender, the United States, on the
Instructions of the Illuminati dropped the atomic bombs' on Hiroshima
and Nagasaki to frighten the nations and show the power of atomic weapons.
A universal desire for peace would enable the Illuminati to establish their
one world government through fear.
In 1914 the Illuminati decided to unleash war in Europe for this purpose
and to gain the gold in the Imperial Russian banks and to gain control of
Palestine. The periodical "Jewish World", London 1919, printed:
"International Judaism forced Europe to war, not only to seize a large part
of the gold (in the Imperial Russian Banks) but also to start a new Jewish
world by the help of gold".
At Sarajevo in June 1914, Franz Joseph, the Archduke of Austria, was
assassinated by a Jew, Gabriel Prinzip, on the instructions of his Narodna
Odbrana lodge, who were instructed by the Illuminati. This planning came
into the open at his trial in 1916. On the 15th of September 1912, "La
Revue Des Societies Secretes" published the following: "Possibly some
day we will understand the remark made by the Swiss about the Archduke,
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the heir to the Austrian throne. ‘He is all right; it is a pity that he has been
condemned. He will die on the steps to the throne'. Franz Joseph was in
favour of autonomy to the Serbians.
At this time there were rivalries between Great Britain and Germany over
trade and overseas territory; a pact of mutual assistance had been made
between Russia and France against any attack by Germany which became
the Triple Alliance with the attachment of Great Britain which was
diplomatic rather than military. In 1839 Great Britain had guaranteed the
neutrality of Belgium to which treaty Germany was a signatory. Austria,
encouraged by Germany presented an ultimatum to Serbia and then
declared war. Russia mobilized her array to protect Serbia and Germany
declared war on Russia.
To get at France, Russia's ally, Germany marched through Belgium having
been told that Britain would not act. However, Britain declared war on
Germany. Lying stories were put out by the Illuminati controlled British
press about Belgian babies on the point of German bayonets to stir up the
war fever in Britain. Arthur Ponsonby wrote in "Falsehood in Wartime":
"There must have been more lying in the world from 1914 to 1918 than
at any other period". (Surpassed by the propaganda of World War II).

THE ENEMY WITHIN THE NATION
Dr. Ellis Powell, Editor of London ‘Financial News' was in 1917 a
persistent agitator for a full investigation of the HIDDEN HAND which
seemed to be at work against national interest in the middle of the Great
War. As an editor of one of Britain's most influential financial newspapers
he said in the course of an address to a meeting held in the Queen’s Hall
London, March 4th 1914: "In this supreme crisis in our history an
Englishman is not permitted to speak to fellow countrymen and women
without the ever present risk of naturalized Germans presenting writs.
Lawyers employed by a dozen wealthy pro-Germans will scan every word
I utter to see if by some technicality, some legal trickery, they can either
shut my mouth while trickery is consummated, or at least crush me by the
aid of pro-German influence in eminent legal circles. (These days they
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use wild mobs of half-castes, hither asiatics and blacks). What Dr. Powell
did not know and what we know now is that these people to whom he
refers were not Germans at all; they were German speaking Khazar 'Jews'
called by the Sephardim, the Ashkenazim.
Andre Sheradame wrote in "La Mystification Des Peuples Allies": "For
some years a group of financiers whose families are for the most part
German/Jewish origin have assumed the control of political power and
exerts a predominant influence over Lloyd George (the British Prime
Minister), the Monds, Rufus Isaacs, Sassoons, those known as the
representatives of international banking interests, dominates Old England,
owns its newspapers and control elections".
THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION
William Fishman in his book "East; End Radicals" (Reviewed by the
Sunday Telegraph, 9/3/75, wrote: "But the Jewish Illuminati, the
descendants of the 18th century radical; of various strains, the anarchists,
social revolutionaries and Marxists carried on the class warfare and the
fight against autocracy from the heart of the East End ghetto. They were
of the same breed as the Jewish idealists who helped to make the Russian
Revolution".
Jacob Schiff, head of the banking House of Kuhn Loeb & Co. of New
York sent a telegram to a Communist gathering in the Carnegie Hall, New
York on March 23rd 1917: "Will you say for me to those present at
tonight's meeting how deeply I regret my inabilities to celebrate with the
friends of Russian freedom (the Khazar freedom from the rule of the Czar)
the actual reward of what we hoped for and have striven for these ionic
years". Signed, JACOB SCHIFF. This telegram was printed the next
morning in the New York Times.
Cholly Knickerbocker, a New York columnist, wrote in the "New York
Journal American' February 3rd, 1949: "Today it is estimated even by
Jacob's grandson, John Schiff, a prominent member of New York society,
that the old man sank about 20 million dollar; for the final triumph of
Bolshevism in Russia".
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The Illuminati had made no headway in Imperial Russia, there was a.
sound money system and the international financiers could not infiltrate
the banking system. The Czar would never consider one world government
nor a foreign control over his country. The plan was to destroy the Czar
and all possible heirs to the throne, to take over the gold in the Imperial
banks.
The leaders selected for the Revolution were Vladimir Lenin, Leon
Trotsky and Joseph Stalin.
Lenin had taken up residence in Switzerland which was his haven, Trotsky
was in the Lower East side of New York, largely the habitation of Russian
refugees. These Russia! refugees were undergoing some training process
which was shrouded in mystery at Trotsky's headquarters.
Jacob Schiff was financing all of Trotsky's activities. In March 1917
Trotsky with 275 Jewish thugs sailed in a Schiff chartered ship, the
Christiana for Europe supplied with funds by the bankers. In anticipation
of Trotsky's arrival Lenin prepared a party at his Swiss hideaway at which
the guests were Colonel Mandel House, Schiff’s confidential agent and
adviser to President Wilson. The Warburgs of a German financial house
who were financing the Kaiser and one of who had been appoint Chief of
Police by the Kaiser, the Rothschilds of London and Paris, Litvinov Stalin,
who then was a leader of a gang of train robbers and bandits known in
America as the Jessie James of the Urals, and Kaganovitch. England and
France at this time had been three years at war with Germany. On February
3rd 1917 President Woodrow Wilson had broken off relations with
Germany and so these supposedly enemies could meet on neutral ground
in Switzerland.
The party was nearly wrecked for the S. S. Christiana was taken into
custody by a British warship and taken to Halifax, Nova Scotia. There
Trotsky and his cut-throats were put in prison. The Canadian government
were not going to allow Trotsky to proceed since Trotsky had made it
plain that he would terminate the war with Germany. Canadian troops
were fighting in Europe, and were not going to allow the Germans to move
forces from the Eastern Front to the Western Front to kill Canadians. Schiff
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quickly put pressure on President Wilson to cause the British to release
Trotsky, he warned that should the British refuse to release the ship, the
U.S.A. would not enter the war as he had promised in 1916. The Illuminati
in Britain and the U.S.A. put pressure on the Canadian government
through Col. Mandel House and Sir William Wiseman, an important
go-between in the British Embassy in Washington and a partner in Kuhn
Loeb & Co. Trotsky and his men were released and sailed on their way
with American passports.
Lenin was financed through the German Imperial Bank and in April 1917
Alexander Israel Lazarevitch alias Alexander Helphand, alias Parvus,
together with Warburg, German Chief of Police and with the approval of
the German High Command were mainly responsible for organizing
Lenin's famous return to Russia through Germany in a sealed train to join
Trotsky. With him went Olaf Ashberg, the banker's representative with 5
million dollars worth of gold. Lenin (Oulianoff) and Trotsky (Bronstein)
took over the government from Aaron Kirbitz (Kerensky) in the name of
the Bolshevik Party. Then the terror and slaughter began and the Czar and
his family were murdered at Ekaterinburg. The revolution put Russia into
the hands of the Khazar 'Jew' Kahal and they remain in command.
One-time leader of Russia, Yuri Andropov spoke Yiddish, a Khazar Jew,
a bloodthirsty murderer, and ex-head of the KGB.
Bolshevik is a purely Russian name and would not be acceptable to any
but the Russian people and so in April 1918, Jacob Schiff sent Col. House
with orders to Lenin and Trotsky to change the name to the Communist
Party and to adopt the Karl Marx Manifesto. They obeyed.
Long before 1917 Jacob Schiff had it all planned to bring the United States
into the war. When Woodrow Wilson was campaigning for re-election to
the presidency in 1916 he stated that he would keep the United States out
of the war, yet in the same year he had secretly promised that he would
get the United States involved. He was reelected.
In 1915 the armed merchant cruiser SS Lusitania was torpedoed in the
Irish Sea. She was carrying arms and explosives for the allies. The German
High Command had warned in advertisements in the United States press
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.that they would sink her. Notwithstanding the American authorities
allowed her to sail carrying United States citizens as passengers. Before
she entered the Irish Sea the First Lord of the Admiralty, Churchill,
ordered the two destroyers accompanying her to be withdrawn without
informing her captain. That she was an armed merchantman carrying
explosives was proved by an underwater investigation of the wreck. (See
The Times of 8th August 1982).
The Zionists were determined to get Palestine, then under Turkish rule,
as a home for the Jews. Turkey was an ally of Germany. The Zionists had
hoped that a German victory would give them Palestine but they moved
their headquarters from Germany to London and began ceaseless pressure
to get the British government to support Zionism. They began to press for
the war to be extended to Palestine. Asquith, the British Prime Minister
and Lord Kitchener were against this and wished to give all their support
to their ally Russia. Asquith sent Lord Kitchener who was a much loved
figure in Britain at the time, in HMS Hampshire to meet with the Russian
High Command in June 1916. The Hampshire blew up at sea together
with Kitchener and those who would gain from this were the Zionists for
Kitchener would have forestalled the progress of Zionism and the creation
of Bolshevik Russia.
The Russian Revolution took Russia out of the war and the Germans
moved their troops from the Eastern Front to the Western Front. Britain
and France were left fighting Germany alone. There was a danger of the
allies losing the war. The Zionists promised that they would bring the
United States into the war if the British would promise them Palestine as
a home for the Jews after the war. An understanding between the British
Government and the Zionists was made. The British sent troops to Egypt
and Col. T. E. Lawrence was sent to obtain the help of the Arabs to drive
out the Turks from Palestine, on the understanding that the Arabs would
be given self government in Palestine after the war. The Jewish population
in the country was minimal at that time.
In 1917 the Illuminati controlled press of the United States published that
the S.S. Sussex carrying United States passengers had been sunk by a
German U-Boat giving the names and places of residence of the passengers
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who were lost at sea. This was a lie for the S.S. Sussex was safely tied up
at her berth in the Thames estuary. President Woodrow Wilson knew that
this was a lie and that the newspaper report was a cruel hoax. Yet despite
this the American Congress at President Wilson's request declared war on
Germany on April 7th 1918.
The Zionists had manipulated the American people to get the United States
into war and the British government issued the Balfour declaration. Britain
was completely under the control of the Illuminati. Col. T. E. Lawrence
was embittered and discredited and was finally murdered. According to
Desmond Hansen, he (Lawrence) wheeled out his massive Brough
Superior motorcycle for the last time and rode down to Bovington camp
to send a telegram in reply to a letter received that morning from Henry
Williamson, proposing the vital meeting with Adolf Hitler. The telegram
of agreement was dispatched and then on the way back the accident
happened. He was just 200 yards from the cottage. At least four witnesses
saw it: two delivery boys on bicycles, an army corporal walking in the
field by the road and the occupants of a black van heading towards
Lawrence. After the crash the black van raced off down the road and the
corporal ran over to the injured man who lay on the road with his face
covered in blood. Almost immediately an army truck came along and
Lawrence was put inside and taken to the camp hospital where a top
security guard was imposed. Special 'D1 notices were put on all
newspapers and the War Office took charge of all communications. Police
from Special Branch sat by the bedside and guarded the door. No visitors
were allowed. The cottage was raided and 'turned over' - many books and
private papers were confiscated. Army intelligence interrogated the two
boys for several hours. The corporal was instructed not to mention the van
as being involved in the accident. Six days later Lawrence died and two
days later an inquest was held under top security which lasted only 2 hours.
The boys denied ever seeing a black van which contradicted the statement
by the army corporal who was principal witness. But no attempts were
made to trace the vehicle and the jury gave a verdict of "accidental death".
He was buried that same afternoon and only private mourners were
allowed to be present.
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RACIAL DESTRUCTION
In every Anglo-Saxon-Celtic nation, there is a flowing in of Negroes and
asiatics sponsored by those we elect to protect our interests. They are under
the control of the Illuminati and many of those in seats of power are not
of our blood stock but are aliens from Eastern Europe, many of whom
have changed their names to deceive us. Once these alien people have
established themselves, they will demand that they be treated as separate
peoples in a separate state.
The Muslims have already demanded separate schools and separate legal
system, likewise the Sikhs. They have been quite unable to provide our
standards of civilization in their own countries, now they have thrown us
out, they have not the intelligence nor the skills nor the moral integrity.
They have created a voting problem in our country making the political
parties vie for the coloured vote. We have noted the power being used in
government circles to prevent any return of these people to their own
countries. Lord Justice Salmon, a Zionist Jew, delivering the first George
Bean lecture to the Association of Jewish Ex-Servicemen (Daily
Telegraph, 8/11/1976) expressed total opposition to any policy for the
repatriation of coloured immigrants and a strong support for the
government's legislation on race relations. He was against any form of
what he called "bribing them to leave".
Circa 1983 First printing.
Reprinted and edited STEVEN BOOKS 2002
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